
Joyful Kashmir Tour Srinagar4N Gulmarg2N
Pahalgam2N (Kashmir124)

Kashmir

DESTINATION

9

TOTAL DAYS

8

TOTAL NIGHTS









  Day 1 : Arrival at Srinagar Airport Shikara Ride

Upon your arrival at Srinagar, you will be picked up by JustGoKashmir representative/ driver and transferred to the Hotel. After

check-in, you will be left to relax for a while. Kashmir’s summer capital is Srinagar, which is located along the Jhelum River bank.

The place is famous for wooden mosques, handicrafts, markets, shikaras, and others. The city has the cream of Himalayan beauty

and a diverse landscape. On the other hand, Dal Lake is the second largest in the state is one of the famous tourist attractions.

Taking a houseboat ride on the lake to enjoy sunset amidst the Himalayan backdrop is the top romantic activity. In the evening,

enjoy Shikara ride on the Dal Lake. Overnight stay in Srinagar.

  : Hotel Snowland Srinagar

  : B+D

  Day 2 : Doodhpathri Day Trip

Breakfast at hotel.Proceed to Doodh-e-pathri is yet another bowl shaped valley about 42 kms from Srinagar. It is a recent

discovery in the valley covered with the green carpeted meadows. A flowing river resounds with soft wind passing through the pine

trees of the enclosures of the valley. It is also called as a “VALLEY OF MILK” because it produces rich milk in a large quantity.Later on

drive to Yusmarg is an enjoyment in itself. Grassy pastures stretching to acres of land, the dense forests full of pine trees, with the

backdrop of splendid snow capped mountains leave you almost speechless. Evening back to Srinagar. Overnight at Srinagar.

  : Hotel Snowland Srinagar

  : B+D

Destination Guide Video

(https://www.youtube.com/embed/tpaqI_1z28Q?si=ErU83AcbqCoH-6nb)

https://www.youtube.com/embed/tpaqI_1z28Q?si=ErU83AcbqCoH-6nb


  Day 3 : Srinagar to Gulmarg

After breakfast check-out from Hotel and proceed to Gulmarg (8700 fts a.s.l). On arrival in Gulmarg check-in hotel. Gulmarg is also

known as "Meadow of Flowers" and is a famous Golf Course during summer (which is one of the highest 18-hole golf course in the

world) and Ski Resort during winter. Afternoon free. Dinner and overnight at hotel.

  : Hotel Rosewood Gulmarg

  : B+D

  Day 4 : In Gulmarg Gondola

After Breakfast, Full Day Free to Enjoy and Explore the Beauty of Gulmarg. One Can Go for Gondola Ride (Cable Car), Khilanmarg,

Kongdoori, Alpather Lake, Seven Springs and Apharwat (on Self Expenses). Dinner and Overnight at Hotel.

  : Hotel Rosewood Gulmarg

  : B+D



  Day 5 : Gulmarg to Pahalgam Hotel

On the day of your Kashmir tour, check out early. Get an assisted transfer to Pahalgam, which is one of the hidden gems in Kashmir.

Pahalgam is renowned for its vegetation and is also called the "valley of shepherds''. Before you reach your destination, take a halt

at Awantipura Ruins and Anantnag Sulphur Springs. Enjoy an overnight stay at Pahalgam.

  : Hermitage Grand

  : B+D

  Day 6 : In Pahalgam Local Sightseeing

Post a delicious breakfast and head towards Chandanwadi. It is one of the beautiful snow points in the Kashmir valley, around 14

km away from Pahalgam, and here a pony ride is what you are going to enjoy. Enhance your travel experiences of exploring the

countryside, taking a walk, and relaxing on the banks of River Lidder. Enjoy an overnight stay at a hotel in Pahalgam.

  : Hermitage Grand

  : B+D



  Day 7 : Pahalgam to Srinagar Local Market

Today after Breakfast drive to Srinagar.Enroute visit the historic Avantipura Ruins. Check into Hotel In the late evening enjoy the

shoping and local market on Dal lake Up to 1 Hour & then return back to the hotel. Enjoy the delicious dinner and a lovely stay in

Srinagar Hotel.

  : Hotel Snowland Srinagar

  : B+D

  Day 8 : Srinagar Sightseeing

Post your breakfast at the stay you will then be taken to Mughal Gardens, CheshmaShahi or the ‘Royal Spring’, PariMahal or the

‘Palace of the Fairies’, Shalimar Bagh or the ‘Garden of Love’, Nishat Garden or the ‘Garden of Pleasure’, Shankaracharya Temple

and the Tulip Garden. All these gardens are close to one another and are quite incredible. On the way back to your stay, you must

also gather some Handicraft Emporium, enjoy watching the carpet-making traditions and also buy some incredible paper-based

creates and arts. For jewelry lovers, there is also traditional jewelry they can buy.

  : Hotel Snowland Srinagar

  : B+D



  Day 9 : Srinagar Airport Drop

Today on time you get transferred to the Srinagar airport for your onward journey.

  : TOUR END

  : Breakfast



CITY HOTEL NAME HOTEL_CATEGORY TOTAL NIGHTS

Srinagar Hotel Snowland Srinagar / Similar 4 Star 4

Pahalgam The Hermitage By Grand Resorts Pahalgam / Similar 4 Star 2

Gulmarg Hotel Rosewood Gulmarg / Similar 4 Star 2

VEHICLE PICKUP DROP

TOYOTA INNOVA /
Similar

Sheikh Ul Alam International Airport Srinagar
(SXR)

Sheikh Ul Alam International Airport Srinagar
(SXR)



Accommodation 
02 Rooms accomodation at all places
Daily Breakfast and Dinner at all places. 
Experience Of 01 hour Shikara ride on Dal Lake , Srinagar 
All applicable hotel taxes and GST. 
Pick up at Srinagar airport. 
Transfers & sightseeing by AC vehicles (except for the hilly drives) 
Cab for 04 Days 
04 Nights accommodation in Srinagar Hotel, with Breakfast and Dinner
02 Nights accomodation in Gulmarg Hotel, with Breakfast and Dinner
02 Nights accomodation in Pahalgam Hotel, with Breakfast and Dinner
Gandola Ride include 1st and 2nd Phases
Pahalgam union cab for 03 Places
Fuel charges
State Permit
Toll Tax
Drop Srinagar Airport

Inclusions

Cost of Lunches 
Additional / personal use of vehicle. 
Any personal expenses 
Camera fees 
Any Union Gulmarg 
Room service & special orders 
Any incidental and other expenses which are not specified in the inclusions. 
Laundry and pony at gulmarg,pahalgam and srinagar 
Phone Calls 
Porterage and Tips, garden tickets 
Alcoholic & non alcoholic beverages 
Any Guide, leh sightseeing, leh airport drop

Exclusions


